
UNIFORM & ACCESSORIES
All officials shall be in uniform when arriving and leaving the field. We highly suggest matching kilts to shorts, 
pants to pants, and sleeve length, but also understand heat tolerances differ within body types.

Shirts:
    One inch black and white vertical stripes on the body and sleeves.
    It is preferred to be the traditional black Byron or polo collar with black cuffs or the V neck. 
    However, the V neck basketball shirt is acceptable, if both officials wear them.
    The sleeve style shall be long, short, or sleeveless.    The sleeve style shall be long, short, or sleeveless.
    The material will be standard or small mesh.

Kilts / Shorts:
    Pleated or wrap kilts are acceptable.
    The length of the kilt or shorts should be professional.
    The fabric should be of a substantial substance so as to hang smoothly.

Pants:
    Nylon or other material, neat and preferably not gathered at ankles.    Nylon or other material, neat and preferably not gathered at ankles.

Shoes:
    Predominantly black shoes, black laces. 
    If shoes have white on them, try blacking it out with marker or paint.
    They should be polished, and clean for every game.

Socks:
    White or black, low style.

Undershirts:Undershirts:
    Long or short sleeve, solid black. Small logos are unavoidable.

Hats / Visor / Earbands:
    Solid black.
    Knit hats or earbands may be worn when cold and should be solid black.
    Sunglasses, conservative in style and color.

Jackets:
        Standard black and white poly, one-inch vertically striped jackets with
    knit black Byron collar and black cuffs or a solid black jacket may be worn for inclement weather.
    Crew members should match in their selection of jackets.

Mandatory Accessories:
    Whistle - solid black Fox 40 preferred. 
    Flag - Yellow approximately 14”x14” with bound hem. 
    Cards - Green, Yellow, Red.
        Pencil to record warnings.
    Coin.
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Longstreth Officia
Ump-Attire.Com
Yolo Sportswear
Zebra Wear


